MODULAR CONTAINER UNITS
DAMEN CIVIL PRODUCT

GENERAL
Ref/No          13750
Basic functions Office

DIMENSIONS (EACH UNIT)
Length          6.06 m
Width           2.43 m
Height          2.59 m
Area            14.7 m²
Volume          38 m³

REMARKS & ADVANTAGES
- Units placed on six (6) easy-to-construct concrete footings.
- The surface should be properly leveled and the soil must have enough bearing capacity;
- Units to be handled as one (1) 20 feet transport container each;
- The total plant can be installed within only one (1) day;
- Easy shifting from one jobsite to another one;
- Low installation & foundation costs;
- Compact design;
- Low operational and maintenance costs;
- High quality, low investment.

INSTALLATION
- Electrical Installation;
- YM/VK-cables and connectors;
- Water installation (basic);
- Sanitary (shower/toilets/sinks), if requested;
- HVAC Installation;
- Wi-Fi inverter;
- LAN-network including patch cabinet (SER).

DESCRIPTION
Damen Civil sells, delivers and uses this product during project execution. These modular and linkable units can be placed in (almost) every configuration requested and can even be placed on top of each other to create multiple level units incl. stairs. The mobile units can be deployed as workspace, office and lodging. Furniture, closets and any electrical equipment and devices can be supplied.

Damen can assist to shape every possible configuration, as flexible and comprehensive as desired.

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
The modular units will be transported as conventional (flatbed) container units. On site the units will be installed with hoisting equipment and (normal hand tools).

OPTIONAL
The following items can be delivered optionally:
- Furniture, closets and any electrical equipment and devices thinkable;
- Cladding;
- (Flexible) Partition walls;
- Luxury level;
- Coffee machine(s);
- Water reservoirs and filters;
- Boiler installation;
- Kitchen;
- Security installation.
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UNIT ATTACHMENT

LIFTED WITH A MOBILE CRANE
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